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ABSTRACT
Music provides a powerful means of communication
and self-expression. A wealth of research has been performed on the study of music and emotion, including emotion modelling and emotion classification. The emergence
of online social tags (OST) has provided highly relevant
information for the study of mood, as well as an important impetus for using discrete emotion terms in the study
of continuous models of affect. Yet, the extent to which
human annotation reveals either perceived emotion or induced emotion remains unknown. 80 musical excerpts were
randomly selected from a collection of 2904 songs labelled
with the Last.fm tags “happy”, “sad”, “angry” and “relax”. Forty-seven participants provided emotion ratings
on the two continuous dimensions of valence and arousal
for both perceived and induced emotion. Analysis of variance did not reveal significant differences in ratings between perceived emotion and induced emotion. Moreover,
the results indicated that, regardless of the discrete type of
emotion experienced, listeners’ ratings of perceived and induced emotion were highly positively correlated. Finally,
the emotion tags “happy”, “sad” and “angry” but not “relax” predicted the corresponding experimentally provided
emotion categories.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music provides a powerful means of conveying and evoking feeling, and has attracted increasingly significant research interest in the past decades [5]. People report that
their primary motivation for listening to music lies in its
emotional effects [10]. A study of recreational activities
(watching television, listening to music, reading books,
and watching movies) indicated that people listen to music
more often than any of the other activities [18]. The ability of identifying emotional content is established at very
early age; a 5-year-old child can discriminate happiness
and sadness by tempo and mode [2]. Although a wealth
of research has been performed on the study of music and
emotion [5], many problems remain unsolved.
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In the study of emotion and music listening, one fundamental distinction is between induced emotion (also known
as felt emotion), which is the emotion experienced by the
listener, and perceived emotion (also known as expressed
emotion), which is the emotion recognised in the music
[8]. However, separating induced emotion from perceived
emotion is not always straightforward. Previous studies
have suggested that music induces emotions similar to the
emotional quality perceived in the music. Generally, induced emotion is more subjective and perceived emotion
tends to be more objective [7, 11] and it was found that the
agreement of listener ratings of joy and sadness was higher
than those for anger and fear [22].
To describe musical emotions, two well-known and dominant models have arisen: the discrete model (also known
as the categorical approach) and the dimensional model
(also known as the valence-arousal model). The discrete,
or categorical, model describes all emotions as being derived from a limited number of universal and innate basic
emotions such as anger, happiness, sadness and fear [6,17].
In contrast, the dimensional model considers all affective
terms as arising from independent neurophysiological systems: one related to valence (a pleasure-displeasure continuum) and the other to arousal (activation-deactivation)
[19]. On one hand, the dimensional model has been criticised for its lack of differentiation when it comes to emotions that are close neighbours in the valence-activation
space, and for the limitation that participants can express
their responses in terms of only two dimensions. On the
other hand, the discrete model is criticised as being inadequate to describe the richness of emotional effects. Both
theoretical frameworks, the categorical model and dimensional model, have however received empirical support [12,
24], and a comparison of the two models was presented by
Eerola [4]. In recent years, a novel music-specific model
derived from the Geneva Emotion Music Scale (GEMS),
has been developed for specifically music-induced emotions, which consists of 9 emotional scales - wonder, transcendence, tenderness, nostalgia, peacefulness, power, joyful activation, tension and sadness [28].
Alongside the emergence of music discovery websites
such as Last.FM 1 in the past decade, social tags have received increasing interest for the study of music and emotion [3, 15, 25]. Social tags are words or groups of words
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supplied by a community of internet users. They are more
and more commonly used to aid navigation through large
media collections [27], allowing users to get a sense of
what qualities characterise a song at a glance [9]. Compared with traditional human annotation by experts, semantic tags provide large-scale, cost-efficient, rich and easily accessible source of metadata [23]. In addition, the
information they provide is highly relevant to music information retrieval, including genre, mood and instrument,
which account for 70% of the tags [13].
Though the use of social tags is a powerful tool which
can assist searching and the exploration of music [14], several problems with tags have been identified, such as the
“cold start” problem (new or unknown music has no tags),
noise, malicious tagging, and bias towards popular artists
or genres [13]. There are a number of incentives and motivations for tagging, such as to aid memory, provide context
for task organisation, social signalling, social contribution,
play and competition, and opinion expression [1]. However, we know very little about the criteria on which tagging is based.
To our knowledge, the two facets of emotion communication (perceived emotion and induced emotion) in music have rarely been studied in combination with semantic
tags. The purpose of this paper is to explore the association
between human-annotated tags and emotional judgements
in perceived emotion and induced emotion based on the dimensional model. This study also helps the mapping and
modelling of mood tags on the valence-arousal space. In
this paper, the following research questions are examined:
(1) How do induced emotion and perceived emotion differ
from each other in the ratings of valence and arousal for a
2-dimensional model of emotion? (2) How well do semantic emotional tags reflect listeners’ perceived emotion and
induced emotion? (3) To what degree can the emotional
tags be used to select stimuli for the study of music and
emotion?

Skill
Musical Training
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Median
29

SD
6.2915

2.2 Stimuli
The stimuli were selected from a collection of 2904 excerpts retrieved from Last.FM and 7Digital 3 which have
been used previously in music and emotion studies [20,21].
Each excerpt had been tagged on Last.FM with one of
the four words “happy”, “sad”, “angry” and “relax”. We
randomly chose a total of 80 excerpts from these four categories (n=20 from each category). The musical excerpts
ranged from recent releases back to 1960s, and covered a
range of Western popular music styles such as pop, rock,
country, metal and instrumental. Each excerpt was either
30 seconds or 60 seconds long (as provided by 7Digital),
and it was played from a standard mp3 format file (bitrate:
128 kbps or 64 kbps; sample rate: 22050 kHz or 44100
kHz). This 80-excerpt dataset will be made available 4 , to
enable further studies with this data and comparisons with
the current work.
In order to minimise the effect of song sequence and rating conditions (perceived and induced emotion), four different list conditions were constructed. The order of presentation of the two rating conditions and two song blocks
(m=40, 10 for each emotion category) was counterbalanced
across subjects. The songs in each block were randomly
distributed across participants [26]. See Table 2 for the
group allocation. To remind the subjects of two different
rating conditions, the questions were highlighted in different colours (blue and red) and they were also counterbalanced across groups.
Group
Group 1
Group 2

2.1 Participants

2

Max
42

Table 1. Summary of musical training

2. METHOD

Forty-seven English-speaking participants (male: 20; female: 27) took part in this study. They were recruited
through various email lists (e.g. school lists, professional
lists, and social media), and had ages ranging from 15 to
54 years (age <18: 1; age 18-24: 22; age 25-34: 21;
age 35-44: 1; age: 45-54: 2) with various educational
(e.g. undergraduate, postgraduate), cultural (e.g. British,
American, French, Chinese, Canadian, Italian, Greek, Sri
Lankan) and musical training backgrounds (musician and
non-musician).
To assess the participants’ musical expertise, the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index questionnaire (GOLDMSI) was given [16] (see section 2.3). Participants’ musical training (life history of formal musical training) was
calculated using a provided template 2 giving a scale from
9 to 63 (no formal training to formal training). A summary
of the responses can be found in Table 1.

Min
17

Group 3
Group 4

Block 1
Induced emotion
Perceived emotion
Block 2
Induced emotion
Perceived emotion

Block 2
Perceived emotion
Induced emotion
Block 1
Perceived emotion
Induced emotion

Table 2. Group allocation among participants
2.3 Procedure
The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (REF: QMREC1019). The listening test was conducted
online 5 ; participants only required internet access and a
speaker or headphones for this experiment. First, the participants were asked to read the instruction page:
1. Listen to the songs (they will last either 30 or 60
seconds)
3
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2. After listening, please rate each piece on two dimensions: Valence (happy-sad continuum) and Arousal
(excited-relaxed continuum)
3. For each track, you may click the “stop” button of
the audio player if required
4. Be careful, do not press too quickly, since you can
only listen to each song once
5. Please answer all the questions; the test will take
about 40 mins to complete
The participants filled in a demographic form including
name, age, gender, “type of music they are most familiar
with”, nationality, and “music culture they grew up with”
as well as a selected Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index (GOLD-MSI) questionnaire (9 questions) to measure
participants’ level of musical training. They responded to
each excerpt (n=10 per page) and rated them on two dimensions, valence (sad to happy) and arousal (relaxed to
excited). According to the session they chose, a pop-up
window would appear reminding them, based on which
condition they needed to answer, “How would you describe
the emotional content of the music itself? (expressed emotion)” , and “What emotion do you feel in response to the
music? (felt emotion)”. The whole experiment lasted about
40 minutes without any breaks. However, the participants
were able to stop whenever they wanted.

Valence
df
MS
F
Prob >F
1
1.93
1.14
0.29
3
54.42 31.97
0
3
0.09
0.05
0.98
Arousal
Condition
0
1 0.0002
0
0.99
Emotion Tag 231.55 3
77.18 25.73
0
Interaction
0.99
3
0.33
0.11
0.95
Note: SS - the sums of squares, df - degrees-of-freedom
MS - mean squares (SS/df), F - F statistics
Source
Condition
Emotion Tag
Interaction

SS
1.93
163.26
0.27

Table 3. Two-way analysis of variance on the ratings of
valence and arousal
= 0.9590, p <0.0001). The correlation of valence is shown
in Figure 1.

3. RESULTS
The data analysis was conducted using the Matlab 2012
Statistics Toolbox. The results were aggregated across people for song level analysis or aggregated across item for
individual level analysis.
3.1 Song level analysis
3.1.1 Comparison of valence and arousal ratings for
perceived and induced emotion
To understand the effects of rating conditions (perceived
emotion and induced emotion) and emotions (happy, sad,
relax 6 and angry) on the ratings of valence and arousal,
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted.
No significant difference was found for the ratings for the
two conditions and the interaction of emotion and condition. On the other hand, the emotion tag had a significant
effect on the ratings for valence and arousal (see Table 3).
3.1.2 Correlation between the ratings for perceived
emotion and induced emotion
Section 3.1.1 showed that there was no significant difference between ratings for perceived and induced emotion.
Correlation analyses were performed to study the relationship between valence (respectively arousal) ratings for perceived and induced emotion. Regardless of the discrete
emotion tag, the listeners’ valence and arousal ratings were
highly positively correlated between perceived and induced
emotion cases (valence: r = 0.9357, p <0.0001; arousal: r
6 The term “relax” was used in the data collection, which represented
the emotion “relaxed”

Figure 1. Correlation between the valence ratings for induced and perceived emotion
3.1.3 Correspondence between ratings and tags
The four emotion tags were chosen such that each occupies
a unique quadrant of the valence-arousal plane, as shown
in Figure 2. Considering that these four basic emotions are
widely accepted across different cultures, we are able to assess the agreement between tags and participant ratings according to the extent that participants’ ratings correspond
with the quadrant belonging to the song’s tag.
For each song, the average of participants’ valence and
arousal ratings were calculated for both perceived and induced emotion, to give a centroid for each song. The quadrant of this song centroid was then compared with the expected quadrant based on the emotion tag associated with
the song. The fraction of songs for which the centroid
quadrant corresponded with that of the tag is shown in
Table 4. In addition, the standard deviations (SD) of the
valence and arousal ratings for songs in each emotion category were calculated.

ues were then averaged across songs labelled with each
emotion tag, as shown in Table 5. The spread of ratings
for perceived and induced emotion were similar; likewise
the spreads for each emotion category were similar, with a
slightly higher spread found for “sad” songs.

Induced emotion
Perceived Emotion

Happy
2.59
2.56

Sad
2.75
2.76

Relax
2.45
2.54

Angry
2.65
2.52

Table 5. The spread of the participant ratings across songs
in each emotion category.
3.2 Individual level analysis
Figure 2. Valence-Arousal model showing the quadrants
of the four emotion tags used in this experiment.
The results are shown with the highest values shown in
bold in Table 4. Apart from the excerpts tagged with “relax”, more than 55% of the average valence and arousal
ratings lie in the song’s corresponding tag quadrant. Fewer
than 20% of mean ratings for songs tagged “relax” were located in the correct quadrant. Moreover, the high standard
deviation of valence-arousal ratings for both perceived and
induced emotion were found, indicating that the ratings of
“relax” excerpts were not consistent across songs. For all
emotion tag categories, and for both perceived and induced
emotion, it was found that valence ratings were more consistent than arousal ratings.

Induced emotion
Rating=Tag
Valence SD
Arousal SD
Perceived emotion
Rating=Tag
Valence SD
Arousal SD

Happy

Sad

Relax

Angry

0.70
1.05
1.56

0.70
1.41
1.45

0.20
1.81
2.46

0.60
1.20
1.82

0.80
1.10
1.34

0.65
1.25
1.32

0.15
1.47
2.04

0.55
0.93
1.56

Table 4. Agreement of valence-arousal ratings with tag
quadrants, and spread of per-song ratings.
Figure 3 presents the average participant ratings of each
song using the 2-dimensional model of emotion. The figure shows a high level of agreement between ratings for
perceived and induced emotion (note that each participant
rated each song for only one of perceived and induced
emotion), compared to the spread of songs corresponding
to an emotion tag.
3.1.4 Spread of participants’ ratings
For each song, the spread of participant ratings was computed as the mean distance between points (centroid of
the averaged ratings across participants and the ratings of
each participant) in the valence-arousal plane. These val-

3.2.1 Individual agreement of participant ratings with the
emotion tags
The analysis and results in section 3.1.3 were based on
ratings for each excerpt that were averaged across participants. To analyse the relationship between individual ratings and emotion tags, we compute the fraction of ratings
that are in the same quadrant as the emotion tag for the
song, and compare this with the baseline of 25% for random choice of quadrants. The results are shown in Table
6. Chi-square tests were used to test whether the agreement with the emotion tag was significantly above chance
level.

Induced emotion
Perceived emotion

Happy
***0.56
**0.57

Sad
*0.47
0.42

Relax
0.25
0.25

Angry
**0.49
**0.48

Table 6. Agreement of participant ratings with the quadrant of the emotion tag for each category. Values above
chance level according to χ2 tests are shown for the following significance levels: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01;
***p < 0.001.
It was found that the songs labelled with “happy” had
the highest agreement 55% (p <0.001). Significant results
were also found for tags “sad” (p <0.05, induced emotion)
and “angry” (p <0.01). However, the agreement of participant ratings and the expected quadrant for songs labelled
with “relax” was at the level of chance.
3.2.2 Agreement among participants
Since the tags associated with a song are not an absolute
ground truth, but are also generated by users, under unknown conditions, we also look at the agreement of rating
quadrants among the participants. The level of participant
agreement is defined as the fraction of participants whose
ratings are in the quadrant with the highest number of participant ratings. This value has as a lower bound the agreement with the tag quadrant, but can be higher if a greater
number of participants agree on a quadrant other than that
of the tag. The agreement of the individual dimensions
of valence and arousal was also computed. The Wilcoxon

Figure 3. Map showing the average valence-arousal ratings for each excerpt. Each pane shows the ratings and centroid for
one emotion tag. For each song, the points representing average ratings for perceived and induced emotion are connected
by a line segment.
Signed Rank test was used to compare the difference of
agreement for both perceived and induced emotion. Results are shown in Table 7. In comparison with Table 6,
the levels of participant agreement are higher, suggesting
that at least some of the tags do not correspond either with
participants’ perceived or induced emotion.

Induced emotion
Perceived emotion
Induced Valence
Perceived Valence
Induced Arousal
Perceived Arousal

Mean
0.60
0.57
0.68
0.66
0.77
0.73

SD
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.16

P-value
0.0032
0.0211
0.0001

Table 7. Participant agreement among themselves
3.2.3 The spread of song ratings for each emotion
category
Similar to section 3.1.4, the spread of the song ratings for
each person was computed for each emotion tag. Once
again, the highest values were found for the tag “relax”,
because the responses for songs in this category vary more
than for songs in other categories. This also helps to explain the low agreement with tags in section 6.

Induced emotion
Perceived emotion

Happy
2.67
2.67

Sad
2.82
2.61

Relax
3.49
3.15

Angry
2.82
2.55

Table 8. The spread of the song ratings for each emotion
category.

4. DISCUSSION
The main purpose of the paper was to investigate the associations between categorical emotion tags (happy, sad, relax and angry) and musical judgements of perceived emotion and induced emotion using a 2-dimensional (valencearousal) model of emotion. First, two-way analysis of variance was used to test the effects of rating conditions and
emotion categories on the ratings of valence and arousal.
No significant difference was found between rating conditions, perceived and induced emotion, nor for the interaction of emotion categories and conditions. A correlation
analysis on the ratings for induced and perceived emotion
showed strong positive correlations between perceived and
induced emotion, for ratings of both valence (p<0.0001
r=0.94) and arousal (p<0.0001 r=0.96). This suggests that
listeners will typically feel the emotions expressed by the
song, so if a song expresses happiness, it is likely that the
listener will feel happy as well [21].
Second, we studied the reliability of the mean value
among participants’ ratings for predicting the emotion tag
(happy, sad, relax and angry). The average valence and
arousal ratings for both induced and perceived emotion
were consistent with more than 55% of the happy, sad and
angry tagged songs. However, the ratings of the songs labelled with “relax” tended to be less consistent, and did
not agree with the quadrant of the tag. This can be seen
in the mapping of songs to the valence-arousal plane (Figure 3), which shows the average ratings for songs labelled
“relax” spread across happy, sad and relax quadrants. Interestingly, although 60% of the songs labelled with “sad”
lie in correct quadrant, the spread of participants’ ratings
was higher than for the other emotion categories.
Third, we analysed the relationship between emotion
tags and individual participant ratings. The results were

very similar to the average ratings in section 3.1.3; the
songs labelled with “happy”, “sad” and “angry” had ratings in the corresponding quadrants of the valence-arousal
plane at a level that was significantly above chance. For
songs tagged “relax”, however, the agreement of ratings
with the positive-valence, negative-arousal quadrant was
at the level of chance for both perceived and induced emotion. Further, the spread of the ratings was also higher than
for the other categories. Comparing these four tags, regardless of song or person, the excerpts tagged with “happy”
are most likely to produce responses in the corresponding
quadrant of the valence-arousal plane.
Finally, the agreement among participants were computed. Gabrielsson noted a higher agreement among listeners for perceived emotion, due to its objectivity, over
induced emotion [8], and this was confirmed in a study using the categorical model and the same musical excerpts as
the present study [21]. In this paper, we found that agreement among participants was significantly higher for induced emotion than for perceived emotion (p<0.01). However, we concede that the overall levels of agreement (60%
for induced emotion and 57% for perceived emotion) are
not high. As a partial explanation of discrepancies between
emotion tags and user ratings, we observed lower levels of
agreement among listeners for songs tagged “relax” than
for the classes which had higher agreement between tags
and participant ratings.
In future studies we plan to investigate the different responses in perceived and induced emotion, and compare
the use of the categorical and dimensional models of emotion.
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